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RESIDENCY MENTOR 
Basic Mentor Role

• Contextual understanding 
• Reflection on ministry practice 
• Connection

Residency Mentor Role
• Pray for those who are mentored.
• Establish and maintain negotiated confidentiality in the mentoring relationship, building 

on trust.
• Meet to establish a covenant, and schedule for regular and ongoing meetings.
• Learn about the Residency in Ministry program and materials used for RIM in Missouri.
• Know the resources, contact persons and procedures relevant to the provisional process, 

including any Board of Ordained Ministry deadlines related to the process and interviews
• Offer reflection.
• Write annual mentor reports to the BOM.
• Host at BOM interview with resident.

Resources

Clergy Mentoring: A Manual for Commissioned Ministers, Local Pastors and Clergy Mentors
Available at: www.bomlibrary.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Clergy_Mentoring_2013.pdf

Readiness to Effectiveness: Preparation for Effective Ministry in the United Methodist Church
Available at: www.bomlibrary.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/DOMToolKitProbationers_0.pdf
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PRINCIPLES FOR PROVISIONAL PROCESSES 

Mission 
A person’s ministry during the probationary period establishes lifelong patterns. Thus, the 
probationary period is a time when excellence in ministry is modeled by clergy mentors, teachers 
and supervisors, as well as nurtured in the probationer. 

The expectation is that patterns of excellence fostered through (1) clergy mentors, (2) continuing 
theological education, (3) covenant groups and (4) supervision will yield effectiveness in ministry 
(See ¶326, 2016 Book of Discipline). 

The following principles facilitate this process: 

Expectations 
1. Commissioned ministers are clergy and serve with and on behalf of all clergy and laity of 

the conference. They will be supported, assisted and strengthened for ministry where they 
are serving. 

2. Probation involves assessment of the commissioned minister in relation to the church and 
the church in relation to the commissioned minister. This transitional period is a time of 
mutual evaluation of call and commitment within our connectional system of ministry. 
The integrity of probation is strengthened not only when a call is confirmed and leads to 
ordination but also when people are appropriately redirected to other Christian expressions 
of vocational calling. 

3. The process reflects and establishes a sense of our Wesleyan tradition. 
4. The processes affirm varying gifts and settings for pastoral and specialized ministries as 

well as the ministry of the laity. The involvement of laity in Christ’s ministry is affirmed in 
the probationary process. 

Implementation 
1. The annual conference board of ordained ministry uses resources provided by the General 

Board of Higher Education and Ministry, the United Methodist seminaries (and, where 
appropriate, colleges), and other annual conferences to develop a probationary plan and a 
means of evaluating the plan. 

2. Annual conference leadership (bishop, board of ordained ministry and cabinet) and 
probationary members have mutual responsibility for implementing the probationary plan. 

3. The fruitful and effective ministry practices expected of probationary members is the same 
as the disciplines expected of full-member clergy.

4. Among these practices are spiritual disciplines, theological reflection, human relations 
skills, understanding of systems theory, self-definition, mutuality across gender and 
cultural lines, and continuing formation of pastoral and service ministry skills.

5. Trust and community developed during the probationary period are preparatory for 
membership in the Order of Elders or Order of Deacons. 

Readiness to Effectiveness Toolkit, 2006, GBHEM
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RESIDENCY IN MINISTRY

During the provisional period, arrangements shall be offered by the Board of Ordained Ministry 
for all provisional members to be involved in a residency curriculum that extends theological 
education by using covenant groups and mentoring to support the practice and work of their 
ministry as servant leaders, to contemplate the grounding of ordained ministry, and to understand 
covenant ministry in the life of the conference.

Book of Discipline, ¶ 326

Components
1. Provisional members (residents) are a part of the Residency in Ministry program for a 

minimum of two years. Persons are to serve the equivalent of two consecutive years in the 
same full-time appointment before recommendation for ordination/full-connection.

2. Residents are supervised by both the district superintendent and the conference BOM.
3. All residents will fulfill RE community expectations, including retreats, days apart and small 

groups. Unexcused absences will not meet the requirements of this paragraph and may 
extend the provisional process.

4. Residents will meet regularly with a mentor in a covenant of mutual accountability for the 
duration of residency. In January of each year, the resident and mentor will submit a report 
describing their work together for the year. 

5. First-year residents may select a coach for six sessions in their first nine months. The Center 
for Leadership Excellence and the BOM provide the resources to secure coaches for this 
time period. 

Benchmarks of the Residents in Ministry Program
The RIM process aims to equip its residents with experience, resources, training and mentoring in 
the following ways:

1. The ability to articulate the gospel clearly and a lifestyle that demonstrates such
2. Exploration of disciplines in spiritual, emotional, relational, intellectual, and physical health 

and growth
3. Participation in a covenant RIM group where the resident is held accountable for the 

development and implementation of comprehensive personal and ministry (operational, 
administrative and financial) development plans

4. The demonstration of Radical Hospitality personally and within the life of the church
5. Passionate Worship displayed in worship design, preaching and sacramental ministry
6. Intentional Faith Development through implementation of a holistic discipleship system
7. Risk-taking Mission and Service through personal and corporate mission/evangelism/

outreach development and implementation
8. Extravagant Generosity through a personal stewardship plan as well as the ability to lead a  

successful stewardship program
9. Ability to identify and equip strong lay leaders and to develop and implement a major 

visioning and strategic planning process
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MISSOURI CONFERENCE MENTOR RELATIONSHIP

Purpose and Overview

Mentoring Relationship
The mentoring relationship is built around a covenant jointly prepared by the resident and the 
mentor.

Residents
1. Residents meet regularly with a mentor in a covenant of mutual accountability. The 

mentoring component of the RIM process will be an opportunity for persons to explore 
their vocational identity and grow in their understanding of effective ministry. It will 
provide a place where persons can share ministry experiences (past, present and future) and 
receive feedback. It will give ongoing conversation for theological reflection, accountability 
for spiritual nurture and support for the covenant building relationships. 

2. Residents who continue to meet with their current mentors are encouraged to meet in 
August to set up the new covenant the next year. 

3. Residents and their mentor are to submit to the Center for Leadership Excellence, a signed 
Consent to Participation in Mentor Relationship form no later than October 16 to Trudy 
McManus (tmcmanus@moumethodist.org), 3601 Amron Ct., Columbia, Missouri, 65202. 

4. Resident and mentor will each submit by January 22 an annual report jointly signed by both 
mentor and resident to the Office of Leadership Excellence.

Mentors
1. Mentors are clergy in full-connection in the annual conference approved by istrict 

superintendents, and trained for the BOM. A member of a BOM interview team that will 
interview persons seeking full-connection in the conference is discouraged from serving as 
a mentor for a resident who will be interviewed by his/her team. A person may not serve as 
mentor for a resident on staff in his/her church. 

2. Mentors are responsible for three areas:
• Supervising the residents progress in developing vocational goals and skills
• Sharing with the resident in the mutual practice of servant leadership within the church
• Developing a covenant of mutual accountability for spiritual and theological growth 

and decision-making in the pursuit of effective ministry 

3. Mentors carry out their responsibilities by:
• Receiving mentor training session conducted by the Board of Ordained Ministry
• Planning with the resident their work together for the year, writing together their 

mutual covenant of accountability and forming their learning agreement
• Meeting regularly with his/her resident at a specified time and place to carry out the 

work they have planned
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• Reviewing with the resident the annual reports from his/her peer group facilitator, 
district superintendent and lay onsite-visit team in order to consider how perceived 
gifts and graces may be enhanced and how areas of needed growth may be addressed

• Submitting by January each year an annual report, jointly signed by both mentor and 
resident to Center for Leadership Excellence, Attn: Trudy McManus 3601 Amron Ct., 
Columbia, Missouri, 65202. The report will describe their work together. The report will 
NOT evaluate their work together and will be in the residents permanent file. Complete 
file requires jointly signed reports from the mentor and the resident.

• Serving as the residents mentor for all the years of residency, if possible
 

4. Mentor Assignments
• Mentor assignments will be discussed at the first retreat.
• The Director of Leadership Excellence works with district superintendents to pair 

mentors  with residents.
• It is hoped that the relationship between mentor and resident will last all the years of 

residency.
• If there is a need for a change in a mentor assignment, the mentor and the resident 

should first talk about this decision. Changes are discouraged, but if a change 
is necessary the resident and mentor should contact the Director of Leadership 
Excellence. A changed may be needed if a new appointment makes it difficult to meet 
due to increased geographic distance or if the mentoring relationship does not prove 
to be a helpful/productive match. If a situation develops in mid-conference year 
where the mentor and resident cannot fulfill the requirements, contact the Director of 
Leadership Excellence as soon as possible. Failure to meet this requirement may delay 
reception into full membership in the Conference.

• Residents and mentors will sign a Mentor Relationship Agreement and Consent form. 
Residents and mentors each will keep a copy of this document and the resident will 
mail a copy to the Center for Leadership Excellence no later than October 16.

Forming a Covenant
The basis for the mentoring relationship is the covenant that is prepared jointly by the resident 
and the mentor. The covenant will act as a map for your work together. This document will set the 
boundaries and goals of the relationship. This covenant should be signed by both the resident 
and the mentor. It can include such things as learning goals, expectations and a statement of 
commitment. A copy of your covenant should be returned to the Director of Leadership Excellence 
with your signed Consent to Participate by October.
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   MENTOR COVENANT

My Ten Commitments as a Mentor

1. I will establish relationships of trust and respect. 

2. I will maintain confidentiality. 

3. I will create a safe space where leadership grows and relationships flourish. 

4. I will listen more than I talk. 

5. I will ask good questions more than I offer answers. 

6. I will make sure there is clarity about roles and expectations. 

7. I will prepare well for each meeting and use time well, modeling and expecting 
accountability. 

8. I will pray for mentees in a disciplined manner when together and apart. 

9. I will encourage and affirm progress. 

10. I will show up and have availablilty while always maintaining approprate boundaries of 
time and relationship.

Source: Lewis Center for Church Leadership
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SAMPLE COVENANT

Candidacy and Mentor Covenant
September 2015-16

John Wesley talked about “formation for holiness of heart and life,” growing in one’s love of God 
and love of neighbor and all creation. Growth in faith has to do with all of life. For the purposes of 
this covenant, the candidacy mentor and the candidate covenants with each other for the purpose 
of growing in one’s love of God. This will include:

Learning Goals
• Continue to discern the vocational call to ordained ministry by assessing gifts for ministry 

and reflecting on their affirmation in community.
• Reflect on effectiveness in ministry through specific challenges in the current ministerial 

context.
• Utilize the relationship as a way of assessing boundaries in ministry and being held 

accountable to maintaining safe and healthy boundaries.
• Develop consistent and life-giving spiritual disciplines during the provisional year and 

report on whether or not these disciplines are being maintained. 

Expectations
• Meeting monthly for one hour
• Remain in covenantal prayer with and for one another beyond the monthly sessions.
• Included in the monthly session will be time spent in the spiritual discipline of Lectio 

Divina. The life of Moses, as found in Exodus, will be the reading plan for the coming year. 
Suggested sacred reading plan:
• October- Exodus 2
• November – Exodus 3 

• Review resident annual reports from peer group, district superintendent, lay onsite-visit 
team to consider how perceived gifts and graces may be grown and how areas of needed 
growth my be addressed.

• Additionally, we pledge to follow the expectations given to us by the RIM program, 
including:
• report progress and submitting paperwork on time
• maintain expectations of confidentiality

We, the undersigned, enter into a covenantal relationship and commit ourselves to fulfill the 
details of the covenant given about. It is our hope and prayer that in this process of sharing and 
mentoring we will learn from each other. We make this covenant in the name of Jesus Christ.

Signed:      Signed:      Date:   
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MEETING TIMES AND PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS

Your mentor will meet with you regularly. It is recommended that mentor pairs meet monthly. 
The dates, times and locations for these meetings will be set by your mentor in consultation with 
you. You and your mentor are expected to contact one another in the event an emergency requires 
either of you to reschedule the appointed meeting time.

Mentor and resident are required to provide a descriptive report regarding your mentoring 
relationship. Each of your reports should be signed by both mentor and resident indicating 
that you have shared your reports with one another. This report serves only to monitor your 
participations in the mentoring relationship and is not an evaluation tool. This report should be 
submitted by January to the Center for Leadership Excellence.

Confidentiality
The most important key to developing the mentor relationship is the establishment of 
confidentiality by your mentor. The content and conversation held within your mentor meetings 
will be kept confidential by your mentor as a professional and ethical standard of conduct. You 
may request in writing that the mentor release specific information about your participation to 
persons you designate.

Your mentor works as part of a mentoring team. Your mentor may consult with the mentor 
coordinator to provide the best possible guidance. These consultations are for professional and 
training purposes, and the mentor coordinator will uphold the standard of confidentiality as 
described in this documents. This report is not an evaluation tool; rather it is a description of your 
participation in the mentoring relationship.
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 MENTOR REPORT FORM

1. We met monthly beginning in September. Yes____ No____ (If “No” please explain) 
 
 
 

2. Summarize your Mentor-Resident covenant and the ways you have lived it out this year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. What benefits have you derived from your Mentor-Resident relationship? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Additional Comments:
 

 

              
Mentor Signature       Date 

              
Resident Signature       Date 
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RESIDENT REPORT FORM
1. 
1. We met monthly beginning in September. Yes____ No____ (If “No” please explain) 

 
 
 

2. Summarize your Mentor-Resident covenant and the ways you have lived it out this year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. What benefits have you derived from your Mentor-Resident relationship? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Additional Comments:
 

 

              
Mentor Signature       Date 

              
Resident Signature       Date 
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Always review most current questions found at www.moumethodist.org/interviewquestions

Holy Living 
The following questions are intended to help you convey your personal story: how you have come 
to faith, grown in faith, are nurtured in faith, have been called to ordained ministry, developed 
theologically – in short, how you are striving to live as a faithful disciple of Jesus Christ?

1. Describe God’s call in your life and how it has led you to seek ordination in the United Methodist 
Church. Be sure to articulate how your call to ordained ministry continues to be confirmed.

2. What is the meaning of ordination?
• Elder track: How has the experience of ministry affected your understanding of the 

expectations and obligations of the itinerant system?
• Deacon track: How has the experience of ministry affected your understanding of the 

episcopal appointive system?
3. Describe your community and/or family support system during this provisional period. 
4. Are you currently in debt? If so, how will you move toward being debt-free? What support 

or resources would be helpful in providing accountability for you in this process?
5. What spiritual disciplines pattern your life and how do they nourish your soul?
6. More specifically,

• How do you engage in and demonstrate passionate worship in your life?
• How do you intentionally develop your faith?
• How are you practicing extravagant generosity?
• How do you practice radical hospitality?
• Where and how are you engaged in risk-taking mission?

7. How has the practice of ministry affected your current understanding and experience of God?
8. How has the practice of ministry affected your understanding of humanity, sin, and the 

need for divine grace?
9. What is the Gospel of Jesus Christ and how do you share it with others?
10. How has the practice of ministry affected your experience of the Holy Spirit at work in the 

world and in your life?
11. How has the practice of ministry affected your understanding of the meaning and 

significance of the sacraments?
12. Describe how you have experienced, practiced and/or presided over the sacraments.
13. The United Methodist Church holds that Scripture, tradition, experience and reason are 

sources and norms for belief and practice, but that the Bible is primary among them. What 
is your understanding of this theological position of the Church, and how has your practice 
of ministry been affected by this understanding?

14. How does your practice of ministry shape your understanding of the following traditional 
evangelical doctrines: 
• Repentance
• Justification
• Regeneration (new birth)
• Sanctification

15. How does the practice of ministry affect your understanding of the Kingdom of God, 
Resurrection and Eternal Life?
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Holy Leading
The following questions are intended to help you articulate how you put your faith into practice 
as a leader and provide examples of how others follow you and grow as disciples of Jesus Christ. 
Please follow the format instructions listed on the General Instructions page.

1. Submit a web link to a full-length worship service (including the celebration of a sacrament) 
where you are the primary worship leader. This includes a sermon based on a Gospel 
reading. List your sermon title and scripture reference.

2. Present a detailed plan and outline for teaching a Bible study.  

Develop your own two-page outlined plan for teaching a four to eight week study of a book of 
the Bible, describing the study’s format, general content and application. This should include 
a one-paragraph statement describing your critical approach to the text, objectives/goals, 
and reflection questions for each week and resources that might be used.This Bible study 
should not be the same as the Bible study submitted for commissioning.  

3. Project demonstrating fruitfulness in carrying out the Church’s mission of “Making 
Disciples” (See attached description)

4. Elder track: How do you understand your role and authority as a pastor to order worship? or 
Deacon track: What is the role of a Deacon in worship?

5. How do you prepare a worship service for your congregation or ministry setting?
6. How do you lead others in passionate worship?
7. What is the significance of the sacraments in your ministry? How is this significance 

manifest in your leadership? How do you foster intentional faith development for people in 
your care?

8. How do you nurture extravagant generosity in others?
9. How do you lead others in radical hospitality?
10. How do you challenge others to take risks in mission and service? 

How do you teach and encourage others to share their faith?
11. Describe the nature and mission of the Church. 
12. Describe your leadership style broadly, then particularly as it relates to managing and 

resolving conflict. Give examples where helpful.
13. Provide your theological reflection on the following events in your ministry setting: 

• Birth of a child, wedding, divorce, process of dying and death, funeral, conflict and 
reconciliation, peace and justice ministry

14. Share some examples of your willingness to relate yourself in ministry to all persons 
without regard to race, color, ethnicity, national origin, social status, gender, sexual 
orientation, age, economic condition, or disability. 
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FULL-CONNECTION MAKING DISCIPLES PROJECT 
 

“…presented a project that demonstrates fruitfulness in carrying out the church’s mission of 
'Making Disciples of Jesus Christ for the Transformation of the World.'”  

2012 Book of Discipline, ¶335.7 

To further this mission, as candidates for ordination in the Missouri Conference you are being 
asked to report on a significant disciples making initiative you have led during your time as a 
Provisional Member of the Missouri Conference. Please consider the questions you will be asked 
to respond to in your report prior to selecting a specific initiative, keeping in mind the assessed 
needs of those within the area of your unique ministry setting. This report should be no fewer 
than five pages long, double-spaced. 

The following are suggested project possibilities but you are free to choose any project that you 
have already initiated or will be initiating during your provisional residency period:  

• Launching a new worship service
• Starting a new church or satellite ministry
• Launching a major outreach project to address a social justice issue
• Beginning a small group ministry to reach unchurched persons
• Leading a mission trip
• Leading a long-term Bible study, targeting a new population
• Starting a new member class where persons were intentionally led to a profession of their 

faith and were integrated into the life and work of the congregation or ministry setting
• Leading a confirmation class from start to finish
• Directing a major musical or theatrical production in which the public was invited to participate
• Starting a new music ensemble for potential new Christians

 
The report should share responses to the following questions and statements: 

• What is your understanding of making disciples for Jesus Christ? (Answer this question 
using Biblical references and personal reflection.) 

• Describe the specific initiative you led during your provisional residency in which you were 
intentional about making disciples. 

• Why did you decide to initiate this particular ministry? Keep in mind the following 
questions in your response: 
• What was the vision for this initiative? 
• How did you determine and communicate the vision? 
• How does this ministry help make disciples of Jesus Christ? 

• What was your role in this ministry? How did you engage new leaders in the initiative? How 
did you train and equip them? How did you celebrate the successes and debrief the mistakes? 
How did you and your leaders grow as disciples and in your ability to make disciples? 

• What was your budget for this initiative? How did you fund this ministry? 
• Describe how you reached out to the community, and especially to persons not currently 

involved in a faith community. What worked well and what did not? What would you do 
differently next time?  
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• Provide specific examples of fruitfulness for this initiative, such as: 
• How many new disciples were made? 
• How many professions of faith occurred as a result of this ministry? 
• How is this ministry being sustained today? 
• How did those participating grow in their discipleship? 

• What did you learn overall from this initiative about making disciples? What specifically 
would you do differently if you were to teach or lead this again? 

• How did you care for yourself in the midst of the project? How did you grow spiritually? 
How are you a different disciple now than you were before? 

• Include evaluations from the following persons on your leadership in this project and the 
impact it had on the church’s ability to improve its mission of making disciples of Jesus 
Christ: 
• Your supervisor
• An additional person, such as the chairperson of the Administrative Council or SPRC
• A participant in this Making Disciples Project
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GOOD QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR MENTEE

Mentoring asks that mentors be skilled in the art of asking thought-provoking question, active 
listening, providing objective feedback and helping mentees learn how to be reflective. One of 
the best ways to do this is to develop a toolkit of key questions that you can ask as mentees 
internships, volunteering, leadership opportunities, and/or exploring person values and to have 
deeper, more intentional conversations.

Here is a brief list of questions you might consider asking and/or adding to your mentor toolkit:

• What is your goal? What do you hope to achieve from this experience?
• How will you be different at the end of this experience?
• What steps can you take to achieve that goal?
• What skills or knowledge do you hope to gain from this experience?
• What do you think will be the most challenging for you?
• What do you think will be the most rewarding for you?
• What are you the most worried about/afraid of?
• How well did you accomplish your goal?
• What did you learn?
• How can you use that new knowledge, skill, ability, in the future?
• What was the most challenging for you?
• What was the most rewarding for you?
• What did you learn from facing that challenge?
• What did you learn from that success?
• How are you different now that you were at the beginning?
• Who were the most important people that you were at the beginning?
• Who were the most important people that you met, and why?
• Where do you spend the most time?

• Is that what is the most important in your list of priorities?
• If not, how can the amount of time you spend more closely reflect the important?

• What are your strengths?
• What used to be your greatest weakness?
• Who are you connected to?
• How are you connected to you community?
• Who else could you connect to? 
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PRACTICING MENTORING CONVERSATIONS

Whether you are a mentor or a mentee, engaging in effective mentoring conversations is a skill 
that you can practice and use in many different scenarios. For the mentor, remember that the 
goal is self-discovery on the part the mentee. You are not there to do the work for them! Provide 
support and encouragement, and gently push the mentee towards concrete action steps. This 
about how you can effectively share your past experience to help the mentee. Practice using 
open-ended questions, not providing solutions.

Possible High Impact Questions
• What do you think is the issue/problem?
• What do you think is the cause of this issue/problem?
• What have you done up to this point?
• What have you learned about your approach?
• What’s the best thing that can happen?
• What are the alternatives?
• What result do you want to seek?
• What could you do that could lead to the best case?
• What can you do that might avoid the worst case?
• How will you start the process?
• What resources do you have that can help?
• What resources might you still need?
• How can I help you succeed? 

For the mentee, remember that your role is to articulate an issue, to explore possible 
opportunities, and to identify action steps. Resist the temptation to defend your position, 
Practice both open sharing and active listening. Ask questions for clarification and to gain deeper 
meaning. 

Practice: find a partner and practice working through an issue from your life. Once you have 
reached a point of identifying concrete steps, switch roles. 
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MISSOURI ANNUAL CONFERENCE GROWTH PLAN
The purpose of the Missouri Conference Board of 
Ordained Ministry Growth Plan is to offer additional 
tools for a pastor to thrive in ministry and develop as a 
leader.
 
As part of your on-going accountability, Residents are 
expected to share some of the Growth Plan’s smart 
goals, status, etc. with others.  EQi and Growth Plan will 
not be kept on record of BOM, DS, Conference, etc.  

Goal Time 
Frame

Benefits Measure of 
Success 

With whom 
do I share?

Support/Resources 
Needed

Potential 
Barriers

Goal Time 
Frame

Benefits Measure of 
Success 

With whom 
do I share?

Support/Resources 
Needed

Potential 
Barriers

Holy Living

Holy Leading


